Polycart Technologies Ltd.
Line of Products

Large and complex
parts with special
surface designs

P

olycart Technologies LTD. is a privately
owned company since 1977 and specializes in
thermo forming manufacturing. The company
is located at Northern Israel’s Western Galilee area occupying more than 4,000 sq./mr. plant.
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Mr. Menachem Grinshpan
General Manager

Our various capabilities include manufacturing of
parts sized up to 4,200 mm x 2,200 mm x 40 mm.
In addition, finishing capabilities include milling
ranged at 3,000 mm x 1,500 mm x 600 mm with
5 Axis CNC router machine and tools switching.

level of price competition. Additional raw materials in use are: PC, HMWPE and HMWPE.
Our experience and expertise advanced our performance enabling to meet special surface finishing such as acrylic coating and “woodlook”.
Polycart engaged into the automotive industry more
than 10 years ago supplying after-market parts for
larger vehicles such as vans, minibuses and buses.
Our major strengths within the automotive in-

Mr. David Deshe
International Marketing
Pipes for ventilation systems
including welding process

Inserts installation

Contact:

Polycart Technologies
LTD.
Tel: +972-4-985 8088
Fax: +972-4-985 8084
polycart@polycartt.com

Interior Parts

Parts meeting various surface textures

Amongst our various finishing capabilities are aluminum and PE welding, assembly and cutting and
perforation presses.

dustry are, manufacturing of large and complex
parts and weight reduction process.

Our engineering department teams with our customers helping them during the development process
to cater the design suitable for thermoforming technology. Our advanced CAD CAM systems enable
accuracy and smooth cooperation with our clients.
Polycart manufactures our own ABS sheet at inhouse extrusion site providing our production line
timely supply of quality material enabling greater

Our customers list, include manufacturers
like Plasan, Paltechnica, TMN, Auto Cool and
Automotive Industries.
Our range of parts consists of parts for ventilation and A/C systems, interior parts, parts for sits
and others, most which, comply with large and
complex part criteria.
Polycart Technologies is ISO 9001-2008 Certified.
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